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AUTUMN NEWS 2014
The “season of mists and mellow fruitfulness", autumn is fast approaching as that early morning
nip in the air reminds us. How lovely though to be still enjoying sunny days as we harvest fruit
and vegetables to be preserved, stored or frozen. It is also time to turn our attention to the
changing aspects of our gardens as the seasons move on and for autumn and winter; statuary and
figures come to mind. As ever, we have lots of eye catching pieces on display to offer you, so
please spare a moment to peruse our collections here at Jardinique
Garden Statuary made from stone, terracotta, lead, marble, cast iron and bronze all vary in
appearance, size and budget to fit into a multitude of situations. On a memorable trip to
Scotland over the summer visiting Glamis Castle in Angus, we were met by an imposing pair of
lead figures of noblemen at the end of the drive. A multi-faceted sundial took pride of place on
the front lawn and we were very taken by a stunning lead figural fountain in the walled garden.
An amazing collection of intimate figures dotted around the Italian garden completed the scene
and inspired our quest to seek out similar pieces for Jardinique.
Whatever the size of your garden, personal preferences and budget, we aim to collect and
present a diverse variety of stock to suit and enhance the differing spaces, nooks and crannies
you have in mind. Whether you are searching for a classical goddess like Venus or Psyche or a
figure from literature such as Peter Pan, representations of the four Seasons and Elements or
more conventional animals.
Here at Jardinique we are always “in search of the unique”. We will continue to trust our
instincts, believing that if we like something we think you will too. We thank you for your
continued support and welcome your requests for advice or specific products and your
feedback.
Please keep an eye on our changing stock at www.jardinique.co.uk. Kindly note that we
post our flexible opening times weekly in the autumn and Winter so please ensure you take a
look before making a journey to visit us.
We look forward to keeping in touch with you. Ed and Sarah Neish
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